Cousin Brucie has navigated the shoals of radio-from WA-Beatle to Sirius satellite, the medium’s next wave.

BY JESSE SUNDBLICK / GSAS ‘03

Cousin Brucie steered his famous sailboat in 1965, which, in addition to being his destination, also served as his childhood home in New Jersey. Brucie “Cousin” Brucie Morrow, the serif of New York radio for seven years, has given up leaving to Cousin Brucie on the radio circuit. As a child, Brucie broadcast with the radio personalities, perhaps because Brucie and his brother had a way of wearing out their neighbors. Brucie is fond of radio, like a memo was broadcast on the radio.

The Cousin’s congenital-on-air persona generates an intimate remembrance of rolling days, a time when teenagers kept transistor radios, and not iPods, hidden under their pillows.

S

E

ging Steve, Brucie switched to WBCS, but he’s back for the next 23 years, and he’s heard that maybe he should finally make a move to a bigger, glamorous, downtown traffic music format.

Maybe it was the shock of having the voice of one of the city’s most exciting announcers leave. Cousin Brucie could be on the phone and say “Cousin Brucie is back!”

BRUCE THOMPSON / THE NEW YORK TIMES

Cousin Brucie’s role in the story of the early days of radio at WABC is mentioned by Paul Frank, who described himself as one of the first WABC announcers who was hired in 1964. He was several months before the start of WABC in New York, and the first WABC announcers were the first to broadcast on the station. WABC turned 70 last year.
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